
 
Please, please vaccinate me from your xenophobia 
Your casual labelling of the "China" virus and ethnophaulisms 
As if a virus recognises your nationalism 
As if a vaccine can tell your exceptionalism from your patriotism 
 
Please immunize me from your discrimination 
Give it to me once in the arm, another in the bum 
As if my mooning can cause you religious harm 
As if this eastern sun can just eclipse and come undone 
 
Please, please inject me against your unconscious racism 
Purge me of your prescribed prejudice and toss it in a bin 
As if this melanin was oh-so-paper-thin 
As if it could be washed off like your undocumented sins 
 
Please inoculate me from your excused ignorance 
Save me from all this factored-in fake tolerance 
As if my code-switching didn't just multiply your dominance 
As if your divide-and-rule could subtract my existence 
 
Please, please puncture my skin and go further in 
Push through your other-ing and go deeper within 
As if ridding the world of this one scourge, will make us treat each other equally  
 like human beings 
As if we will ever acknowledge we are both the virus and the vaccine 

 



 

The fast cars you invented sit in unmanned garages, 
fossilizing, just like the fuels they fed on. 
The great ships you built are adrift in the ocean, 
silent arks with no flood coming. 
Your jets lie in formation on cold tarmacs, 
deplaned and pilotless. 
 
Perhaps it is never too late to learn the lesson of Icarus. 
We are all mere passengers 
that flew too close to the sun 
not respecting its mighty benevolence. 
 
Yet the rivers still flow. 
The mountains still stand tall. 
The trees still reach out and grow. 
The seas will constant waves to the shore. 
 
And yet you wonder— 
as the ghost ship of a million souls 
leaves this broken harbour, 
as the birds take wing outside your window, 
as the weeds grow under your feet— 
why you are still alive? 
 
Even Daedalus kept on inventing 
and reinventing after the burial. 
The wax, still warm on his weathered hands, 
filled up a lone feather with his inky tears 
and turned it into a quill. 
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